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ELECTROMAGNETIC SOURCE for projecting acoustic waves into a test in strument waR 
devi ~cd by lohn W. Coltman. Thc excitatou piston is directly couplcd to the voice coil of 
a loudspeaker. The coil in turn drives the piston with an amplitude that iR ultimately deo 
termined hy a voltage induced in a pickup coil that is mounted on the same shah. The 
mechanism is used in an overall system similar to that used with the Merhaut impedance 
head. The pressure response in the mouthpiece cup is detected by a miniature microphone. 

ut . that led hirn to a correct theOlY for the 
effect of a compliant structure (the reed 

.:' in our case, the player's lips) on the 

.put impedance of a column of air. This 
effect of the yielding closure of the 
mouthpiece cup provided by the lips is 
quite separate from the lips' functioning 
as a valve. Hermann von Helmholtz pro
vided the next advance. In 1877 he add
ed an appendix to the fourth German 
edition of his classic work Sensations 01 
TOlle that gives abrief but complete 
analysis of the basic mechanisms by 
which a pressure-controlled reed valve 

ellaborates with a single impedance 
maximum. He found that for a given 
pressure-control sensitivity (what an en
gineer today calls the transconductance) 
a certain minimum impedance value is 
required. Oscillating systems of the type 
analyzed by HeImholtz are found around 

nonlinearity in the contral characteristics 
gives rise to additional frequencies at 
double, tri pIe and quadrupIe the fre-

. ' . quency of the basic oscillation. The net 
generation of oscillatory energy from the 
player's steady muscular effort, however, 
is still almost exclusively at the frequen
cy of the impedance maximum; energy 
diverted in the pracess to other frequen
eies is dissipated in various ways to the 
outside world. 

'vVe must now try to explain how os
eillations in a wind instrument can take 
place at not just the tallest impedance 
maximum but at any one of severalmax
ima belonging to an aetual air column. 
According to the Helmholtz theory, a 
wind instrument should showastrang 
preference for oseillations that take plaee 
at the lall est of the impedance maxima. 
Thus th question arises of how the bu-
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